Haberman Institute for Jewish Studies

**Virginia is for Lovers of Learning | Impact Grant**

The Virginia Is For Lovers of Learning grant will enable the Haberman Institute for Jewish Studies to continue to expand and enhance our sophisticated and meaningful Jewish educational program offerings for residents of Northern Virginia. In our ongoing effort to support this underserved and growing Jewish community, the Haberman Institute will employ a part-time staff professional dedicated to cultivating relationships with Northern Virginia organizations and lay leaders and creating and facilitating customized adult Jewish education programs. We plan to offer in-person, virtual and hybrid programs in partnership with congregations and community organizations.

**Proposal**

**Virginia is for Lovers of Learning**

**Funding**

$20,000

**Category**

New - Impact

**Program Goals**

1. Increase the number of Northern Virginians who participate in Haberman learning programs.
2. Increase our presence in NoVA by offering more programming on the ground in the region.
3. Continue to build and maintain our relationships with partner congregations and organizations.

**Metrics**

- **40 new attendees**
- **115 new attendees**
- **300 unique attendees**
- **430 unique attendees**
- **1,225 individuals in organizational database by quarter for the target population/geography**
- **1,226 individuals in organizational database by quarter for the target population/geography**
- **12 partnerships with other organizations**
- **13 partnerships with other organizations**
- **28 programs with NOVA programs**
- **10 NOVA partners co-sponsoring programs**
- **10 NOVA partners co-sponsoring programs**
- **201 attendees to multiple activities**
- **100 attendees to multiple activities**
- **8 Programs with NOVA partners**
- **8 Programs with NOVA partners**

Learn more at shalomdc.org/innovationandimpact